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MULTISURFACE
SHOP PRIMER
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TECHNICAL DATA

out

ECO
Water-Based

Ecological

in

Ext. / Int.

It is a water-based shop primer, of quick drying, to apply over any kind
of surfaces, even those with bad adherence and diﬃcult to paint. It is an adhesion
promoter of quick drying, which acts as a protector against the corrosion of the
aluminum substrate, steel and galvanized steel.
This product is formulated from an�corrosive pigments, harmful and free from
zinc chromate.
This product can be used both as a base and as a ﬁnal layer. It acts as an adherence primer, to prepare surfaces with bad adherence as enamels, paint, etc.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PRODUCT
-

High adherence and strength.
It does not yellow.
Completely odorless once dry.
Great covering power.
Great durability to both interior and exterior.
It protects the surface painted.
Repaintable with any kind of water-based paint.
Excellent weather resistance.
Easy to apply.
Mul�adherence.
Water-based product, environmentally friendly.
Non ﬂammable product.
Maximum adhesion on non-porous materials a�er 7 days.

SURFACES TO APPLY
Aluminum, zinc, lead, PVC, galvanized sheet, cupper, rigid
plas�c, polyester, methacrylate, foamed polyuretane, etc.
It is used to prepare non-porous surfaces as �les and glasses.
It also can be used over any kind of porous surface, as cement,
concrete, plaster, wood.
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PREPARATION OF THE SURFACES
- It is as important the method of pre-treatment of walls, as the
quality of the paint.
- Clean the surfaces to paint, if they contain paints that could
become detached from the walls.
- Do not apply over surfaces with dust or grease.
- Remove carefully any residue of oil, as well any detached
par�cle of rust or paint, by using a brush.
- It the surfaces to paint are adamaged or leaky, we must repair
them beforehand with a suitable plaster.
- The fac�ng must be applied with a uniform layer of paint.
- It is suitable to sand all the surfaces before pain�ng.

MAIN USES
It is especially recommended for:
- Pipes.
- Wooden pla�orms.
- Windows.
- Handrails.
- Fences.
- Doors.
- Any kind of iron surfaces.

APPLICATION
- Over bew surfaces: we must apply a ﬁrst layer of product,
diluted with 5-10% of water, in order to obtain a be�er
adherence to the ﬁnish paint.
- Once dry, we will apply any water-based ﬁnish product, as
enamels, plas�c paints, so it is compliant with the most part of
water based-ﬁnish water.
- This product can also be used as ﬁnish layer, with ma� appearance, by applying 2 or 3 coats of product.
- Over old surfaces: due to the possible problems of adherence
between the diﬀerent layers of the product applied, it is advisable to check the product, in order to test its adherence. In case
of doubt, we recommend to remove it by pickling, sandblas�ng
and other techniques.
- Once the surface is prepared, we will apply the product as
described for new surfaces.
- S�r the product before using it.
- Over big surfaces, it is advisable to check the product before
applying it, to test the condi�ons of porosity and drying �me
needed.

TECHNICAL PRODUCT DATA
Binding Base

Epoxy acrylic

Finish

Ma�

Color

White

Density

1,19

Viscosity

70” DIN Ø 4

Volume in solids

Undetermined

pH

8,6 (20ºC)

Cleaning tools

Water

Dilu�on

1ª hand - 5 - 10 % of water
2ª hand - 3 - 5 % of water
Airless Pistol - 5 - 10 % of water

Maximum V.O.C. content: 22,08 g/L (20ºC)

EUlimit for the product (Cat.A.H): 30 g/L (2010)
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CAUTIONS
-

Do not apply in extreme temperatures, neither lower to 5º C nor upper to 30º C.
Do not apply over areas where water ﬂows.
Preserve the cans from below-zero temperatures.
Never let the cans open.
Do not use tools or machines previously used to apply solvent-based products.
Clean the tools just a�er being used, by using water.
Keep a perfect ven�la�on during dry �me.
Use suitable gloves and glasses.
Do not mix with any kind of product not referred to in this Technical Sheet.
The use of polluted water can cause problems in the paint or the color obtained.
Water added to the product can break down. For this reason, it is advisable to add water just before using the paint, not dilu�ng it before its storage.
Read carefully the instruc�on label before using the paint.
For further informa�on, read the Security Sheet of the product.

Dry-to-touch �me

1 hour, depending on the thickness of the coat applied, as well as weather condi�ons.

Re-pain�ng

It is recommended to wait between 4-6 hours, checking beforehand that the ﬁrst coat is completely dry.

Performance

Between 12 - 14 m²/l.
This performance could change depending on the surface to apply, on the work method, on the work
condi�ons, and the layer thickness (it is advisable to check beforehand the product, in order to establish the
exact performance).

Storing �me

The product must be kept unopened, under a roof. Keep the cans at temperatures between 5º and 40ºC.

Applica�on tools
Brush
Check previously that any bristle is detached from the brush.
Roller
Moisten the roller beforehand in order to remove any thread that can be detached from the roller. The
tool must be used slowly, avoiding this way any quick movement.
Pain�ng gun
If it is necessary, we must ﬁlter the product, in order to avoid the clumps of paint that diﬃcult the proper
func�oning.
- Test the product beforehand, in order to check the correct pressure of the tool, as well as the eﬀect of
the spray.
- Spray from a distance of approximately 30 cm.
Supply containers

Capacity

Unity/Box

3L

2 UD.

750 ML

6 UD.

250 ML

8 UD.

This Technical Sheet overrides the previous one. The data contained in this Technical Sheet are descrip�ons of the product, as well as
results obtained in our laboratories. If during the applica�on of the product, you appreciate any problem due to the paint, as color
varia�on, pollu�on on the product, problems during the applica�on of the paint, the client is liable for leaving the applica�on before
applying more than 100 m² and for warning the company about the facts ocurred. The company will only replace an amount of
product equivalent to 100 m² of painted surface, only in case of a problem caused by the material. Due to the amount of the surfaces
where the product can be applied, it is advisable to do a previous test over the surface where.
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CHEMISCHE LÖSUNGEN, S.L.
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